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Abstract

Multi-task learning (MTL) is a learning paradigm that

aims at joint optimization of multiple tasks using a single

neural network for better performance and generalization.

In practice, MTL rests on the inherent assumption of avail-

ability of common datasets with ground truth labels for each

of the downstream tasks. However, collecting such a com-

mon annotated dataset is laborious for complex computer

vision tasks such as the saliency estimation which would re-

quire the eye fixation points as the ground truth data. To this

end, we propose a novel MTL framework in the absence of

common annotated dataset for joint estimation of important

downstream tasks in computer vision - object detection and

saliency estimation. Unlike many state-of-the-art methods,

that rely on common annotated datasets for training, we

consider the annotations from different datasets for jointly

training different tasks, calling this setting as cross-domain

MTL. We adapt MUTAN [3] framework to fuse features from

different datasets to learn domain invariant features cap-

turing the relatedness of different tasks. We demonstrate

the improvement in the performance and generalizability of

our MTL architecture. We also show that the proposed MTL

network offers a 13% reduction in memory footprint due to

parameter sharing between the related tasks.

1. Introduction

Deep learning has made significant strides in enabling

intelligent systems to learn complex tasks. However, the

absence of a suitable dataset with all the task specific an-

notations makes it harder to learn a wide range of tasks si-

multaneously. Thus, this poses a serious challenge in multi-

task learning (MTL) [7] paradigm which necessitates the

datasets to have ground truth annotations for all the tasks in

the task set. Therefore, we enable the MTL frameworks to

utilize the ground truth annotations from different domains

for learning different tasks and inspired by [29], we call this

setup as the cross-domain multi-task learning.

In this work, we propose an MTL framework for the

joint optimization of object detection and visual saliency

Figure 1. Task similarity matrix. We compute the task related-

ness among different computer vision tasks such as object detec-

tion (Detection), semantic segmentation (Segmentation), saliency

estimation (Saliency), and human pose keypoint detection (Key-

point). We use MS-COCO [33] dataset and models SSD300 [36]

for Detection, MSI-Net [30] for Saliency and Segmentation, and

Xiao et al. [49] for Keypoint. All models use ResNet-50 [21] as

feature extractor. We observe that the pairs (Saliency, Detection)

and (Detection, Keypoint) are least related and hence are challeng-

ing to learn in an MTL setting.

prediction tasks. The rationale behind such a task set stems

from the direct applications in salient object detection [48],

situated visualization [22], high dynamic range imaging

[35, 27], and remote sensing [13]. Furthermore, in an MTL

setting to improve the network performance, it is important

for the tasks in the task set to facilitate each other. This

aspect is conveyed by the task relatedness [2]. Thus, we an-

alyze the relatedness between different complex computer

vision tasks using the Representation Similarty Analysis

(RSA) [15]. Figure 1 shows the relatedness scores between

the different tasks. Our task set consists of Object Detection

and Saliency Estimation which has a very low relatedness

score and, thus, is challenging to jointly optimize. We also

demonstrate that the relatedness score dips even further in a

cross-domain setting (See section 5.5).

Estimating the image patches which a human eye finds

salient is challenging for a DNN to learn, given the subjec-

tive nature of the task. Therefore, ground truth annotations



for saliency are hard to collect, in comparison to other vi-

sual annotations. Visual saliency of a given image is repre-

sented using a saliency map. The intensity assigned to each

pixel in the saliency map determines the visual salience of

the respective corresponding pixel of the image in the scene.

Thus, our work is useful in joint learning of complex tasks

with special data requirements.

Despite the state-of-the-art performance of Deep Neu-

ral Networks (DNNs) in downstream tasks in vision, NLP,

and speech, DNNs are often overparameterised. In the light

of applications demanding real-time performance, the effi-

ciency and compactness play an important role. Therefore,

we analyze the effect of parameter sharing in MTL architec-

tures, for reducing the model parameters and the memory

footprint, in contrast to the standalone DNN architectures.

To summarize, our key contributions in this work are:

• We propose an MTL architecture that jointly performs

saliency estimation, and object detection where the

data originates from different domains.

• We adapt a bilinear kernel function for learning do-

main invariant features by learning the relation be-

tween different feature vectors of images sampled

from different domains.

• We perform extensive evaluation of the proposed net-

work in a cross-domain setup on accuracy, perfor-

mance, memory footprint, and also analyse the effects

of cross-domain setup on the RSA based task related-

ness.

2. Related Work

2.1. Object Detection

Object detectors are broadly categorized into region-

based (2-stage) and unified (1-stage) object detectors.

Region-based object detectors such as [18, 12, 32] com-

pute candidate regions, or the region proposals, with the

possible presence of object of interest and then determine

the class labels for the computed region proposals. In the

unified object detectors such as [40, 36, 16] are the end-to-

end architectures that directly predict the class probabilities

and bounding box offsets of the objects found in an entire

input image. Since we are interested in the compute- and

the memory-efficient object detection, we focus on the uni-

fied frameworks as, unlike region-based frameworks, they

circumvent region-proposal computation reducing compu-

tational complexity. YOLOv2 [40] and SSD [36] are the

widely used object detectors. YOLOv2 treats the object

detection as a regression problem and SSD integrates the

region-proposal concept into a unified framework using a

multi-scale CNN architecture. Fu et al. [16] extend the

SSD architecture to enhance performance and accuracy. Re-

cently, Carion et al. [6] employ a transformer encoder-

decoder architecture [46] by posing object detection as set-

prediction problem. This method provides significant mem-

ory footprint reduction retaining competitive accuracy.

2.2. Saliency Prediction

Traditionally, visual saliency prediction models were in-

spired by biological features that captured low level fea-

tures in image such as color, edges, texture and semantic ab-

stractions of certain objects of interests [1, 20]. Recent ad-

vancement in deep learning techniques and large annotated

datasets popularized data-driven approaches. Cornia et al.

[11] propose a novel architecture using attentive convolu-

tional LSTM for saliency estimation and also introduce a

prior module to account for the center bias in human eye fix-

ations. Zhang et al. [52] propose a multi-path recurrent net-

work which uses spatial attention mechanisms for accurate

separation of the salient objects from the background. Few

of the works [37, 8] have shown the effectiveness of gener-

ative adversarial networks (GAN) [19] to achieve competi-

tive results on MIT Saliency Benchmark [5].

2.3. Multitask Learning

Multitask Learning (MTL) is a learning paradigm in-

volving joint optimization of multiple task objective using

shared knowledge. Such a joint optimization is shown to

boost model performance through the introduction of induc-

tive bias [7]. MTL is extensively used in many computer vi-

sion applications such as scene understanding [14, 50, 28],

age and gender classification [17], and many more [51].

Broadly, MTL techniques can be divided into two cate-

gories. The first category focuses on the different ways

of parameter sharing between different tasks. Some of the

works in this category [14, 28, 10] focus on rich task agnos-

tic feature extractors, known as encoders, which are used by

task specific streams to jointly minimize the weighted loss

for all tasks. Conversely, few works [50, 53, 45] also pro-

pose models that refine their initial task-specific predictions

using shared neural network, known as decoder. The sec-

ond category of works [44, 10, 28] focus on balancing the

joint learning of tasks to avoid dominance of one or more

tasks while training the network. Unlike our work, all of

the aforementioned methods assume a common dataset with

annotations available for each of the tasks. In our work, the

proposed MTL architecture is inspired by Blitznet [14] that

jointly performs object detection and semantic segmenta-

tion.

2.4. CrossDomain Learning

Cross-Domain Learning focuses on learning a partic-

ular task from inputs sampled from multiple probability

distributions, which is formally defined in [29]. Ren et
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Figure 2. Architectural overview of the proposed MTL network in a cross domain setting. We pass the input images (x1, x2) from different

domains (or datasets) through a backbone CNN to extract high-level image features (f1, f2). Multiple task specific streams take these

features from the shared backbone CNN and predicts the outputs (the saliency map and the detected objects’ classes and bounding boxes)

for respective tasks. We use an MMD loss between f1 and f2 for learning domain agnostic features. In the object detection stream, we use

multi-scale feature maps similar to SSD [36]. For saliency estimation, we use a Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling module (ASPP) [9], to get

high resolution dense prediction, followed by a CNN decoder network.

al. [41] explore cross-domain learning in MTL setup to

jointly learn depth, surface normal, and object contours us-

ing both real and synthetic images. Recently, [34] follow

a cross-domain MTL approach to develop view-invariant

and modality-invariant models for jointly learning activity

specific human action recognition. In our work, we extend

the idea of cross-domain MTL to solve object detection and

saliency estimation tasks and analyse the role of task relat-

edness in this setup.

3. Proposed Work

We propose a novel architecture for joint object detec-

tion and saliency estimation that aids in better scene un-

derstanding. Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed

network architecture which uses a shared backbone convo-

lutional neural network (CNN). Furthermore, the annotated

data for the two tasks belongs to different domains. Thus,

it becomes essential for backbone CNN to learn domain in-

variant features. In the following subsections, we discuss

the details of cross-domain MTL and module-wise objec-

tive functions.

3.1. CrossDomain MultiTask Learning

We now look at the cross-domain MTL problem for-

mally. Consider DS = {x1...xn} and DT = {y1...ym}
as the source and the target distributions respectively. Our

goal is to learn a feature extractor, φ, that transforms the in-

put image space, X , to a Reproducible Kernel Hilbert Space

(RKHS), H, such that the distance between DS and DT is

minimized. Inspired by its wide usage in domain adapta-

tion, we measure the distance between DS and DT with

Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [4] defined as,

MMD(DS , DT ) =

∥

∥

∥

∥

1

n

n
∑

i=1

φ(xi)−
1

m

m
∑

i=1

φ(yi)

∥

∥

∥

∥

H

(1)

As explained in [4], RKHS assumption on the fea-

ture space aids in balancing the tradeoff between over-

fitting and underfitting through the MMD statistic. For

convenience, we minimize MMD(DS , DT )
2 instead of

MMD(DS , DT ). Thus, applying a suitable kernel func-

tion k, we have,

MMD(DS , DT )
2 =

∥

∥

∥

∥

EDS
[φ(x)]−EDT

[φ(y)]

∥

∥

∥

∥

2

H

= EDS ,DS
[k(xi, xj)] +EDT ,DT

[k(yi, yj)]

− 2 EDS ,DT
[k(xi, yj)].

(2)

Generally, for domain adaptation, an RBF kernel is a

popular kernel choice. However, inspired by their appli-

cation in visual question answering (VQA), we employ a

kernel function based on the bilinear models [43]. VQA



requires a deep understanding of relationships between the

image and the text features. To this end, [3] propose MU-

TAN, a novel technique to fuse the image and the text fea-

tures by computing a weighted pairwise product between

the elements of the two features.

Similarly in domain adaptation, to learn domain invari-

ant features the kernel function must capture the relation-

ship between the source and target features. In an RBF ker-

nel, the higher order represent these combinations however

since their magnitude is less these relations are not properly

captured. Hence, inspired by MUTAN [3], we use a learn-

able bilinear kernel function k : Rn ×Rn → R, in Eq. 2,

given by,

k(z, z′) = zTAz′ + c, (3)

where A = WTW + I , W is a learnable non-zero weight

matrix, I is the identity matrix and c (c >= 0) is a learnable

scalar. Thus, we can see that k is a valid kernel function

which preserves RKHS assumption as A is positive definite.

We, now, define the loss term for constrained MMD as,

LMMD = MMD(DS , DT )
2 − log(‖W‖2)− log(c) (4)

Note that we use the extra regularization terms for avoid-

ing the W to saturate to zero and c to remain non-negative.

3.2. MultiTask Objective Function

The object detection stream predicts the bounding box

offsets and class scores for each object in the image. The

task-specific loss for this stream is given by,

Ldetect(pc, gc, pb, gb) = Lclass(pc, gc)+Lloc(pb, gb), (5)

where Lclass is the cross entropy loss with pc and gc as the

predicted and ground truth class respectively. Lloc is the

localization loss that is the L1 loss between the predicted

and ground truth bounding box offsets, pb and gb.

For saliency estimation, we use the following loss func-

tion,

Lsaliency(o, s, f) = ws
1
LBCE(o, s) + ws

2
LMSE(o, s)+

ws
3
LNSS(o, f) + ws

4
LCC(o, s),

(6)

where o is the generated saliency map and s is the ground

truth saliency map which is obtained by convolving a Gaus-

sian filter on the binary eye fixation map f for the corre-

sponding image. ws
1
, ws

2
, ws

3
, ws

4
are the weights associated

each loss term in the saliency loss function LNSS is the in-

verse of normalized scanpath saliency and is given by,

LNSS = −
[ 1

N

∑

i

ōi × fi

]−1

, (7)

where N is the total number of non-zero fixation locations

in f and ō is predicted saliency map normalized by it’s mean

and standard deviation. LCC is the negative of cross cor-

relation determined between o and s. LBCE and LMSE

represent the binary cross entropy loss and the mean square

error respectively which is computed between o and s. We

explain our choice of saliency loss function in an ablative

study done in section 5.

Finally, we combine the task-specific losses with LMMD

to handle the cross-domain MTL. Thus, the overall loss

function,combining Eq.s 4, 5, 6, for our multi-task network

is given by,

L = w1 Ldetect + w2 Lsaliency + w3 LMMD, (8)

where w1, w2 and w3 are the optimization constants associ-

ated with each task.

4. Implementation Details

4.1. Architectural Details

Figure 3 shows the details of the proposed architecture.

We use ResNet-50 [21] as the backbone CNN as it outper-

forms other feature extractors (see Table 4).

Object Detection Stream: To detect objects at different

scales in an input image, we add convolutional layers, that

progressively decrease the size of the feature maps, in the

base network similar to SSD [36]. The topmost network

branch in Figure 3 depicts the architecture of the object de-

tection stream.

Saliency Estimation Stream: The saliency estimation

stream consists of Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP)

module [9] which consists of multiple convolutions with

varying dilation factors to capture information from an im-

age at varying scales. The ASPP module is followed by

a small decoder network consisting of three convolutional

and upsampling layers with ReLU activations. There is an

additional 1 × 1 convolution layer with sigmoid activation

to generate the saliency heat maps. The different loss terms

are scaled to similar order of magnitudes and thus, ws
1
, ws

2
,

ws
3
, ws

4
, in Eq. 6 are set to 1.0, 10.0, 1.0, 1.0 respectively.

The lower network branch in Figure 3 depicts the architec-

ture of the saliency estimation stream.

4.2. Data Preprocessing and Training

Generally, label preserving image transformations effect

the human gaze annotations resulting in inaccurate saliency

maps. However, some transformations, such as mirroring,

inversion, shearing, compression and noise injection, do not

affect the human gaze [8]. Considering this, we preprocess

the training images with random horizontal and vertical flip-

ping and Gaussian noise injection for the two tasks to im-

prove the generalizability of the model.
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Figure 3. Detailed architecture of the proposed network. The layer hyperparameters are depicted in (in channel, kernel size, out channel,

stride, padding, dilation) format. BN represents the batch normalization layer.

We train each of the task streams using only those

datasets which contain annotations specific to the task.

Thus, shared encoder processes two samples, which is sam-

pled for each stream, in each iteration and learns relation-

ship between the two source domains using the MMD loss.

All the models, in all of our experiments, are trained with

SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 1.0e−3, momentum

0.9 and a weight decay factor of 5.0e−4. We set the opti-

mization parameters, w1, w2, w3, in Eq. 8 to 1.0, 1.0, and

10.0 respectively. We chose these weights to ensure that

different loss objectives have similar order of magnitudes.

5. Experiments And Results

5.1. Experimental Setup

We conduct our experiments on two popular datasets:

MS-COCO [33] and Pascal-S [31] (which consists of im-

ages from Pascal VOC dataset) datasets. MS-COCO pro-

vides bounding box and class label annotations for object

detection and Pascal-S provides the eye-fixation annotations

for saliency estimation. We perform all the experiments us-

ing PyTorch [38] framework on a machine with Intel Xeon

2.4 GHz processor, 128 GB memory and Nvidia Quadro

P6000 GPU with 24 GB memory.

5.2. Evaluation Criteria

We use Jaccard index between the ground truth and the

predicted bounding boxes to evaluate the object detection

task. We report the mAP score by thresholding the Jaccard

index between 0.5 to 0.95. For saliency prediction task, we

evaluate our model using the metrics - NSS, CC, SIM, KL-

Div, AUC(Judd), and AUC(Borji), as defined in [26].

5.3. Baselines

We prepare two baselines: a single task network (STN)

for object detection, i.e, SSD300 [36], and an STN for

saliency estimation, i.e, MSI-Net [30]. We replace the

VGG-16 feature extractor in both the baselines with the

ResNet-50. We compare the proposed model with these

baselines to show that joint training is beneficial for object

detection while maintaining a competitive performance in

saliency estimation. This could be credited to the domain

invariant feature extractor learnt using the MMD loss. Table

1 and 2 compare the results of our method with the baselines

for object detection and saliency estimation respectively.

MS-COCO

Method mAP(0.5:0.95)% ↑ mAP(0.5)% ↑

SSD300 [36] 21.7 35.6

Proposed 22.3 36.5

Table 1. Comparison with STN for object detection on COCO

2017.

Pascal-S

Method NSS ↑ CC ↑ SIM ↑ AUC ↑ KD ↓

MSI-Net

[30]

2.71 0.73 0.64 0.91 0.57

Proposed 2.58 0.70 0.63 0.90 0.75

Table 2. Comparison with STN for saliency estimation on Pascal-S

dataset.



5.4. Inference Speed and Memory Footprint

We also compare the inference speeds of our model with

the STN baselines on NVIDIA Quadro P6000 GPU. The

baseline networks (SSD + MSI-Net) operate at 36 FPS to

jointly estimate object detection scores and saliency maps,

whereas the proposed model runs at 47 FPS owing to pa-

rameter sharing in the feature extractor. In terms of mem-

ory footprint, our model occupies 901 MB for running

evaluation on one image in comparison to using the two

STN baselines that occupy 1035 MB, saving approximately

13% memory. We also compare on GMACs (Giga Multi-

ply–accumulate operation per second), our model operates

at 13.443 GMACs compared to using two STN baselines

that have a combined 22.140 GMACs per image of size

300 × 300. The proposed network has 51 million param-

eters whereas the SSD and MSI-Net have 46 million and 39

million parameters respectively. Thus, parameter sharing in

the shared encoder results in a reduction of 34 million pa-

rameters in our proposed network.

Setting Correlation Score

Two Tasks, One Dataset 0.19

Two Tasks, Two Datasets 0.15

Table 3. Task Affinity between object detection and saliency esti-

mation in two different settings

5.5. Task Relatedness

We use the STN baselines from Section 5.3 and report

the task correlation scores. Formally, we create the Rep-

resentation Dissimilarity Matrices (RDMs) [15] from the

ResNet-50 features of the 100 randomly selected images

from the task-specific dataset(s) of interest. We then com-

pute a pairwise correlation between the RDMs resulting in

a matrix of dimension 100× 100, that is known as the RSA

matrix for a specific task. The pairwise correlation is de-

fined as, 1 − p, where p is the Pearson’s Cross Correlation

[39] score between the image feature pairs. We then calcu-

late the affinity between the RSA matrices of the two tasks

using Spearman’s Correlation [42]. We compute the task

relatedness scores in the following settings:

1. Two Tasks, One Dataset: We use a SALICON dataset

[25] to finetune the separate baseline models for the

two tasks. SALICON dataset contains the saliency

annotations for a subset of MS-COCO dataset, which

contains the object detection annotations.

2. Two Tasks, Two Datasets: In this setting, the de-

tection baseline is trained on MS-COCO images and

the saliency baseline is trained on a separate Pascal-S

dataset.

For the relatedness analysis we use STNs defined in Sec-

tion 5.3 for saliency estimation and object detection tasks.

We observe, from Table 3, that the object detection and the

saliency estimation tasks are positively correlated and, thus,

could be jointly optimized in an MTL setting. However,

the task relatedness score is lower in a cross-domain setup

due to the diminished correlation between the image fea-

tures learnt from different domains. This makes the joint

optimization more challenging.

5.6. Ablation Study

In this section, we analyse the performance of different

components of our model.

5.6.1 Backbone Architecture

The choice of backbone architecture is critical in extract-

ing information rich features which can be used by the

downstream tasks. We compare the domain-invariant per-

formance of the different CNN feature extractors in our

proposed model. Table 4 summarizes the results for ob-

ject detection and saliency estimation. We observe that the

ResNet-50 is the most suitable choice as a feature extrac-

tor for object detection and saliency estimation in a cross-

domain MTL setting. In comparison to VGG-16, ResNet-

50 has a better representation power due to the increased

number of layers and the residual connection.

5.6.2 Saliency Objective Function

We investigate the effect of different saliency metrics in

the saliency objective function, Lsaliency , on the Pascal-S

dataset (refer Table 5). We observe from Table 5 that an

exclusive use of the cross entropy loss, which is used in

classification tasks, leads to the poorest performance. This

is due to the inability of the cross entropy loss to regress the

saliency maps and, eventually, resulting in incorrect bright-

spotted artifacts in the predicted saliency maps (further cor-

roborated by the results in [37]). Including LMSE and

LNSS improves the performance, however the predicted

saliency maps contract towards to eye fixation locations

producing dots around fixation locations. Finally, replac-

ing LCC with LNSS leads to the best performance across

three out of the five saliency metrics. However, we add the

LNSS term to boost the NSS scores while making a small

compromise in other metrics.

5.7. Comparison and Evaluation

Figure 4 shows the object detection and the saliency

map outputs of our model which is robust in diverse back-

grounds, illumination, and noise in the input image. We

also compare our model against different state-of-the-art

methods for the two tasks and tabulated in Table 6 and Ta-

ble 7. For object detection, we perform the comparison on



Pascal-S MS-COCO 2017

Backbone NSS ↑ CC ↑ SIM ↑ AUC ↑ KD ↓ mAP (0.5:0.95) ↑ mAP (0.5) ↑ mAP (0.75) ↑

VGG-16 1.96 0.75 0.72 0.87 0.40 20.1 35.0 19.8

EfficientNet-b3 2.07 0.55 0.55 0.89 0.82 16.6 30.1 16.5

DenseNet-161 1.87 0.52 0.54 0.89 0.91 19.6 33.6 20.0

ResNet-50 (Ours) 2.58 0.70 0.63 0.90 0.75 22.3 36.5 23.5

Table 4. Saliency results on Pascal-S dataset and object detection mAP scores on MS-COCO 2017 Validation set with different shared

encoder as backbone.

Pascal-S

Loss Function NSS ↑ CC ↑ SIM ↑ AUC ↑ KD ↓
LBCE 2.47 0.67 0.61 0.73 0.68

LBCE + LMSE + LNSS 2.67 0.73 0.62 0.90 0.60

LBCE + LMSE + LCC 2.68 0.74 0.64 0.91 0.56

LBCE+LMSE+LCC+LNSS 2.71 0.73 0.64 0.91 0.57

Table 5. Saliency evaluations for different loss functions on the Pascal-S dataset

MS-COCO

Method Backbone mAP(0.5:0.95)% ↑ mAP(0.5)% ↑ mAP (0.75) ↑

SSD300* [36] VGG-16 20.1 35.0 19.8

SSD300* Resnet-50 21.7 35.6 23.0

SSD300 [23] MobileNet 19.3 - -

Proposed Resnet-50 22.3 36.5 23.5

Table 6. Comparison of the proposed model against single shot object detectors on COCO 2017, * indicates the detection scores were

obtained after training the model from scratch.

Pascal-S

Method NSS ↑ CC ↑ SIM ↑ AUC ↑ KD ↓

DVA

[47]
2.26 0.67 0.52 0.89 0.78

SALGAN

[37]
1.82 0.50 0.51 0.86 1.14

EMLNet

[24]
2.32 0.62 0.57 0.89 0.77

MSI-Net

[30]
2.61 0.82 0.67 0.91 0.65

Proposed 2.58 0.70 0.63 0.90 0.75

Table 7. Comparison of the proposed model against recent saliency

estimation models on Pascal-S.

MS-COCO dataset with one shot detectors and for saliency

we compare on the Pascal-S dataset. We observe that the

proposed model outperforms SSD with different backbone

networks in a cross-domain MTL setting owing to the im-

proved generalizability due to the inductive bias introduced

by the MTL framework. For the saliency estimation task,

although our model ranks behind MSI-Net it strikes a right

balance between accuracy and efficiency as the proposed

model consists of ≈ 100M less parameters than MSI-Net.

6. Conclusions

We have introduced a novel architecture for cross do-

main multi-task learning for scene understanding with the

specific focus on object detection and saliency estimation.

Apart from being light weight due to parameter sharing, our

method demonstrates better performance than the baseline

STNs. We design a learnable bilinear kernel function to

produce domain invariant features. The proposed frame-

work could be extended to different complex computer vi-

sion tasks, with positive task relatedness, for a holistic scene

understanding.
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